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you can find the official release of the film on the imdb website. imdb is a database
with information on movies, actors, directors and others involved in the making of a
film. you can read about the cast and crew of fiela se kind on its website. the imdb
is a subscription-based website, but if you wish to browse the site for free, you need
to sign up and provide them with your name and address. the trailer for "fiela se
kind" can be found on youtube. the trailer is a three minute long clip, but you need
to be patient because the film is only available online for a few days. it is very rare
for a south african film to get an official television release. it is also not unusual for
south african movies to be shown in international film festivals, but the one in
cannes is the first one of its kind for the country. in addition, this is the first time
that a south african film is being distributed through netflix. fiela se kind is not
available on netflix, but there are many other places that you can stream the
movie. nfsh, tributary and cinema loco are among the many places that can be
found through imdb. you can also find the trailer on videohub. the film's director,
izolde van rensburg, was also the editor of jobman and also worked on other south
african films, including diepkloof (1992) and impie man (1992). she also edited fiela
se kind, the film that her own family was in, which is why she is so conscious of the
political issues related to her own family. van rensburg makes use of the fact that
she was born in the united states to turn the narrative of her family history into a
tale that is interwoven with the story of the native.
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the only clue she has is the receipt for a bus ticket to the city of cape town. the bus
ticket, however, was never used and thus the bus company could not help her. fiela
is forced to live with the elderly woman, while attempting to get a job so that she
can provide for herself and benjamin. she eventually succeeds in finding a job, but
not before encountering the difficulties of living in a small town far from her family.
the job that she finds is that of a cleaner for a law firm in the city, where she will be
employed until her baby can be conceived. she begins to find comfort with her co-
workers, including her boss, who is a widower. however, she soon realizes that she

is pregnant. fiela is forced to decide how she will deal with her situation. at first, she
feels overwhelmed by the idea of becoming a mother, but also believes that she is

entitled to the respect of being a mother. she is concerned about her circumstances
and feels that she has no choice but to comply with her parents wishes and find her
father. she thus goes to the city and attempts to get a job with the police, so that
she can go to cape town and find him. she is eventually hired as a secretary, but

soon discovers that she is pregnant. the employer is sympathetic and allows fiela to
take leave. fiela decides that she will try to find her father, and so she goes to a law
firm to find out what the law entails in terms of the paternity of a child. she gets a

job with the firm and eventually discovers the job that her father left for her: to find
him and know the truth. she is unable to get information from the law firm, as they

don't know the truth about her father, and thus she is forced to go to the police.
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